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Abstract. In view of the shortage of frequency electric energy meter on-site inspection, a predicting 
evaluation method is proposed to improve the on-site inspection strategy of the electric energy 
meter. This method based on the data of electrical information acquisition system extracts the 
relevant state variables, and establishes the evaluation model, and gives the strategy of on-site 
inspection of electric energy meters under different conditions. A calculation example proves its 
validity. 

Introduction 
At present, the main work of electric energy metering device inspection is based on the "technology 
management regulation of electric energy metering device", which stipulates that the electric energy 
metering device in operation should be regularly inspected on the electric energy meter, and the 
verification methods can be divided into: first inspection, weekly inspection and sampling 
inspection. With the popularization and application of the intelligent electric energy meter in China, 
the stability and accuracy of the electric energy metering device have been greatly improved. At the 
same time, the power company has implemented the whole process quality supervision and 
management from the bidding, supply, arrival, operation and scrapping. In the past, the frequency 
meter has the larger workload, lower efficiency and higher safety risk. Therefore, it becomes an 
important problem to inspect the electric energy meters scientifically and reasonably. 

At present, the electric power equipment has taken the lead in realizing the condition-based 
maintenance. Condition-based maintenance of power equipment can evaluate the equipment status, 
mainly based on the state, according to the evaluation model, and help create maintenance plan 
which greatly reduces the workload of on-site maintenance, and enhances the economy and safety 
of equipment maintenance. With the gradual establishment of the system called “San-Quan”, which 
means full collection of electrical information, full coverage of electricity customers and full charge 
control of electric energy meter, it is possible to remotely on-line monitor the electric energy meter, 
storage electricity consumption information and evaluate the running state of meters. A series of 
functions such as automatic collection, load monitoring, metering and monitoring, power 
consumption analysis and management, line loss, remote meter reading and settlement, can be 
achieved by the advanced measurement infrastructure, and greatly improved the management and 
control means [1-4].An on-line monitoring method based on advanced measurement infrastructure 
was presented by [5], but this method could not be used in engineering applications for its limitation 
of strict steps. The method proposed by [6-8] can detect the faults of the metering device in time 
and notify the treatment immediately. When the faults occur, the system developed by this method 
can record the load curve and help the metrological managers to find and deal with the faults earlier. 
However, there are still shortcomings in the practical application of the on-line monitoring system 
for electric energy measurement, and the monitoring capacity of the single equipment is too small.  

This paper draws on the condition-based maintenance technology for electric power equipment, 
puts forward a method to assess the state of electric energy meters and formulate the on-site 
inspection strategy. Ten kinds of states are extracted from the advanced meter infrastructure, and an 
assessment model is established based on the normalization theory. Furthermore, a criterion for the 
electric energy meters stats and the strategy of on-site inspection are presented. A calculation 
example proves its validity. 
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State Parameters 
The operating state of the electric energy meters can be described from ten aspects: such as basic 
errors, operation error, abnormal information, operating information and so on. 

The basic errors  are the errors of the selected load points, which reflects the intrinsic 1S

measurement performance of the electric energy meter. The operation error is the error of the 2S
operating load, which reflects the operating measurement performance. The calculation method of 
error is shown in (1). 
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In (2),  is the meter constant of the standard meter,  is the low frequency or high 0C N
frequency pulse of the inspected meter,  is the instrument constant of the inspected meter,  LC IK
and  are the current and voltage transformer ratios accessed into the standard meter. UK

The abnormal information include two aspects of information which reflects the real time 3S
running situation. One is whether the electricity is abnormal; the other is the abnormal times. The 
operating information  is the meter’s operating year whose minimum value is 0.5 years. 4S

Batch return rate refers to the proportion of batches of the three phase electric energy meters 5S
returned to their same manufacturer due to unqualified, which reflects the reputation, management 
and quality level of the electric energy meter manufacturer. Error dispersion refers to the 6S
standard deviation of the basic error of the same batch of qualified electric energy meters at the 
rated load point, which reflects the quality control of the current batch of meters. Batch operation  7S
refers to the statistical value of the operating failure rate of the same batch of power meter, 
reflecting the quality of the operating meter. Family defects  are recognized by the common 8S
factors of design, material, technology, software and so on, which reflects the potential danger of 
the operating meters. The reputation of user represents whether the electric larceny happened, 9S
which affects the users’ reputation. The type of user  represents the type of metering device 10S
divided into five categories by the "technology management regulation of electric energy metering 
device", which reflects the importance of the meters. 

State Assessment Model of Electric Energy Meter 
The electric energy meter should be evaluated once a month. In addition, if the family defect in a 
class of electric energy meters has been confirmed, the overall state assessment for such electric 
energy meters should be carried out immediately. And if an abnormal situation happened to the 
electric energy meter at the time of on-line monitoring, or the on-site inspection has been finished, 
the state assessment should be evaluated as well. 

The state assessment of the electric energy meter is composed of four sections which are the 
basic score , test score , monitoring score , and family defect score . The calculation B P M F
method is shown in (3). 

                                                                 (3) G BPMF
The current state score  equals to the product of , , , and . G B P M F
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The Basic Score. The base score  is an assessment of the current running status of the B
electric energy meter based on historical data.  

                                                                   (4) 
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In (4), is the batch run index,  is the batch error dispersion rate,  is the batches 1B 2B 3B

operating failure index,  is the basic load error index,  is the operating time index and  4B 5B 6B
is the reputation index of user.  
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 refers to the basic error of meter at the rated voltage , rated current and the power factor: 1. 1 1S 

 refers to the basic error of meter at the rated voltage, 0.05 times the rated current and the 1 2S 

power factor: 0.5.  refers to the basic error of meter at the rated voltage, maximum current and 1 3S 

the power factor: 1. 
The Test Score. The test score  is the on-site inspection score of operating meter. P
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In (9),  is the latest test score. For the class Ⅲ meter,  equals to 3. For the class Ⅱ meter, n n

 equals to 2. For the class Ⅰ meter,  equals to 1. n n
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The Monitoring Score. The monitoring score  is the score that the on-line monitoring M
module discovers the abnormal operation of the electric energy meter. If the associated operating 
faults found in the online monitoring system have been eliminated, the effects are no longer 
considered. 
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When the anomaly was found,  equals to 1. And  refers to the number of abnormal times '
3S ''

3S
between the two states. 
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The Family Defects. In the case of family defects, the family defects score for the meter with no 
family defects before the family defect is eliminated is 

                                                              (13) 
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In (12),  is the total number of electric energy meters belonging to the same family.  N n
represents the number of electric energy meters that have occurred in the family, which is obtained 
by Table 1. 

Table 1  Reference value of  8S

The status of family defects 
Reference value 

of  8S

no significant impact and small risk 86%～100% 

a certain influence, but can be monitored 51%～85% 

a certain influence and no monitoring 16%～50% 

great influence on the metering performance 0～15% 

State Determination 
From the above, the value of G is between 0~100 for the normalization of each state. 100 is the best 
state, and 0 means that on-site inspection is needed immediately. Therefore, according to the change 
of the electric energy meter, the operation state of the electric energy meter is divided into four 
states: good, normal, attention and abnormal. The state of the electric energy meter can be evaluated 
as shown in Table 2, and the poor state is taken when the absolute value is not consistent with the 
state of the difference between the two states. 
 

Table 2  Criterions of electric energy meter state 
Electric energy 

meter state 
Absolute 

value 
The difference between the 

last state and the present state 
Good 100～85  [ 100,5]

Normal 84～50  (5, 20]
Attention 49～16  (20,40]
Abnormal 15～0  (40,100]

State Test Strategy 
Good State. The class I electric energy meter should carry out on-site inspection at least once a year 
in the condition that the state is "good". For the other class, the first on-site inspection can extend a 
cycle. And two cycles can be extended for the electric energy meter which has extended one year 
and keeps in a continuous "good" state. 

Normal State. Pay a close attention to the electric energy meter that is evaluated as "normal", 
and arrange the state inspection 1/3 the normal cycle, and arrange the on-site inspection of normal 
cycle. 

Attention State. For the electric energy meter that is evaluated as "attention", a real time state 
assessment should be arranged and the on-site inspection should be arranged within 3~2 months. 

Abnormal State. For the electric energy meter which is evaluated as "abnormal", the field test 
should be carried out immediately. 
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Calculation Example 
The status data of a 0.2S electric energy meter connected by a mutual inductor, is shown in Table 3, 
which is extracted from the advanced measurement infrastructure. The electric energy meter 
belongs to class Ⅱ, and in the last year, its user has not stolen electricity, or destroyed the meter, 
etc. 
 

Table 3  State data of the electric energy meter 

State 1 1S 

  1 2S   1 3S   2S  3S  4S  5S  6S  7S

Value 0.1 0.3 0.17 0.13 1 4 0.02 0.09 0.02 
According to this method, the basis score of the electric energy meter was calculated as shown in 

Tab 4. 
Table 4  The basis score of the electric energy meter  

Index  1B  2B  3B  4B  5B  6B
Value(%

) 
9.8 1 19.6 18.6 10 10 

 
It’ test score was 100%, monitoring score was 90%, and family defect score was 99.96%. The 

last state score was 73.55, and the current status score was 62.08. Their difference was 11.47, 
therefore the state of this meter could be rated as “normal”, which can be carried out on-site 
inspection in normal cycle, but the period of state inspection should be shortened to 1/3 of normal 
cycle, that is, 10 days. 

Conclusion 
With the improvement of manufacturing technology, the stability and accuracy of electric energy 
meter has been greatly increased. The periodic on-site inspection is not suitable for smart meters 
now. Moreover, frequent on-site inspections result in waste of resources and greater security risk, so 
a method of state assessment for of electric energy meter has been presented on the basis of the state 
maintenance theory of power equipment. 

This state assessment method sets up an evaluation model and make use of ten state variables 
coming from the advanced measurement infrastructure. At last, the criterion to divide the meter 
state and on-site inspection strategy have been put forward. 
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